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WOODSHED   Oaked IPA
Our flagship beer walks the line between 
tradition and invention. Inviting 
floral/citrus hop aromas and vanillin-rich 
French oak notes accent this perfectly 
balanced, distinctive India pale ale.
65 IBUs    6.5% abv

WEISS NIX   Weissbier 
A classic unfiltered Bavarian-style wheat 
beer, with an inviting fruity/ spicy aroma 
reminiscent of banana, citrus, and clove.
14 IBUs    5.3% abv

SISTER GOLDEN  Kölsch 
Crisp and refreshing German-style 
golden ale, with classic malt character 
and just a kiss of noble hops.  
Uncomplicated and easy-drinking.
20 IBUs    4.9% abv

DEDICATION  
Abbey 'Extra' Dubbel
Brewed in the tradition of the Trappist 
brewing monks of Belgium- featuring 
aromas of stone fruit, ginger, anise, & raisins 
& a bold, complex depth of malt flavor. 
18 IBUs    9.2% abv

Bronze Medal - 2015 Great American Beer Festival®
Gold Medal - 2016 World Beer Cup®
Silver Medal - 2016 Best of Craft Beer Awards
Bronze Medal - 2018 Best of Craft Beer Awards 

MOSASAUR  IPA
We make gratuitous use of Mosaic hops, 
noted for tropical, citrus, and berry fruit 
notes in this India pale ale. Bitterness is 
mellow, hop flavor is abundant.
68 IBUs    6.9% abv

Honored as one of Top 3 Wisconsin IPAs at the 
2017 Wisconsin IPA Fest!

SCAREDY CAT  
Oatmeal Stout
A hearty and full-bodied dark beer with 
rich malt flavors of  molasses, cocoa, 
caramel, and espresso.
30 IBUs    6.3% abv

Gold Medal - 2016 World Beer Cup®
Silver Medal - 2016 Best of Craft Beer Awards
Bronze Medal - 2018 Best of Craft Beer Awards 
Bronze Medal - 2015 Great American Beer Festival®

MCLOVIN   Irish Red Ale
Our famous red ale boasts a deep 
copper color and smooth, toasty caramel 
malt character, with just a touch of 
roasted barley in the finish for an 
exceptionally easy-drinking pint.
21 IBUs    5.3% abv

Bronze Medal - 2012 World Beer Cup®
Silver Medal - 2014 World Beer Cup®

  Available to go in 6-pack cans!*
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CHERRY BLUFF   
Fruited Sour Ale
Carefully blended sour ale with a touch 
of spice and just the right balance of 
juicy sweet/ tart cherry flavor.
14 IBUs    5.6% abv

SAUK HOP   
Pale Ale
We brew this classic old-school pale ale 
with 100% local Wisconsin-grown 
Cascade, Centennial and Nugget hops, 
including hops from our family farms in 
rural Sauk County. Mildly hoppy and 
well-balanced, taste the local bounty!
38 IBUs    5.7% abv

HIGHER GROUNDS   
Co�ee Stout
Cold-conditioned on fair trade Sumatran 
beans from John Joseph roasters in 
Prairie du Sac, this robust dark ale 
boasts inviting, distinctive co�ee aromas 
and a bold, roasty flavor.
27 IBUs    5.7% abv

Brewed in Sauk City & Madison

CHECK OUT OUR  

PRIVATE EVENT SPACES

BUTTERNUT ROAD
Brown Ale 
Flavorful American-style brown ale with 
malty notes of to�ee, chocolate, and 
hazelnut and mild citrus hop aromas.  
Named for a beautiful stretch of meandering 
country road which some of us think of as home. 
35 IBUs     6.4% abv
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WHIPPOORWILL WIT
Belgian-style Witbier 
Our beautifully light & refreshing 
Belgian-style witbier is made with 
portions of wheat and oats, & infused 
with real orange peel & spice, for a taste 
as soft as flu�y clouds on a summer day!  
11 IBUs    5.2% abv

Velouria  
Peach Wheat Ale
Our deliciously peachy Belgian wheat ale 
is the perfect antidote for the Summer 
doldrums, with a tempting fresh fruit 
character, low bitterness and 
sweet-tart finish.
19 IBUs    5.4% abv

Bob's Yer Dunkel  
Munich-style Dark Lager 
Back by popular demand! This 
Munich-style Dunkel dark lager boasts 
an array of rich and toasty German malts 
with just a touch of Wisconsin-grown 
Tettnanger hops for a subtle spicy, floral 
accent.  Smooth and satisfying.
22 IBUs     6.1% abv



Incredible Variety        Exceptional Quality        Unwavering Integrity

VAPOUR TRAIL  Hazy IPA
Pillowy soft hazy India pale ale with lilting 
hop aromas of passionfruit, white grape 
& mandarin. An international hop joyride.
45 IBUs     7.4% abv

DIAMOND STAR HALO
American Kettle Sour Ale 
Crisp and quenching, tart and tangy 
kettle sour with notes of sourdough and 
citrus. Serious pucker-power!
7 IBUs    4.8% abv

BOCK’S O-CHOCOLATES 
Chocolate Doppelbock
This rich and decadent true lager is 
lovingly crafted with imported chocolate 
malts, Dutch-process cocoa powder and 
liquified cocoa nibs for the perfect 
chocolate ménage à trois. 
24 IBUs   7.2% abv

TREPIDATION...  
Belgian-style Abbey ale
The “big brother” in our Abbey ale family. 
Subtle flavors of mandarin, pepper, 
tropical fruit, & vanilla are fused in a 
gently warming alcohol heat. Sinfully 
smooth for its towering strength. 
21 IBUs   9.5% abv
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CITRA ZEN   Pale Ale 
Tropical and citrus fruit hop aromas 
abound in this American-style pale ale, 
bursting with blissful Citra and 
Centennial hops.
55 IBUs    6.4% abv

Mach Schnell!   
Pilsner
Crafted with Wisconsin barley and 
locally-grown German pedigree hops, 
this crisp and classic lager honors Old 
World tradition with local bounty. 
The American craft pilsner with a 
German accent!  
32 IBUs    5.5% abv

FIGG 2TON 2.0
Barrel Aged Strong Ale
Sometimes barrel work is pure alchemy. 
After 5 years slumbering in 
6 year port wine barrels, this 
Belgian-inspired strong ale has 
evolved into sticky sweet-tart perfection, 
rich and complex, with strong 
suggestions of Fig Newtons cookies.
~11.2% abv

Limited ReleaseBarre
l-aged

GOLDEN SLUMBERS
Belgian-style Farmhouse Ale
This side project Belgian-style 
farmhouse ale was laid away 16 months 
in 2nd turn Wollersheim brandy barrels, 
yielding a sweet lullaby of fruity tartness 
(grape, stone fruit & apple), vanilla 
tannins and hushed spirits. 
Limited release!
~6.7% abv

*



  Available to go in 6-pack cans!*

WHADDYA SAY BRO  
Hazy IPA 
Here's a single hop hazy IPA brewed 
exclusively with Sabro hops, whose 
distinctive aromatics abound with
pineapple, tangerine, and apricot 
fruitiness, plus suggestions of coconut, 
mint, and cedar. We kept the brewing 
malts light, clean, and simple to really 
let this hoppy wunderkind shine.
55 IBUs    5.9% abv
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*BEE’S KNEES   Cream Ale
The humble cream ale has a history 
intertwined with the American working- 
class. We give ours a rural twist by 
brewing with oats, flaked maize, & WI 
clover honey. Mildly sweet, light and 
refreshing, & with a touch of honey in the 
finish- the perfect way to toast a busy day! 
16 IBUs    5.0% abv

BETTER OFF RED
Hopped-up American Red Ale
Brewed with a careful blend of American 
malts and six types of hops that vie for 
attention in a high- �ying balancing act. 
Ask any Badger...you’re better o� red.
45 IBUs    6.6% abv

Silver Medal - 2016 Great American Beer Festival®

GO MAN GO
Mango IPA
A side project specialty brew - crowd 
favorite. 
6.3% abv

MALTIPLICITY  
Maibock
Welcome Spring with a crisp, golden 
Maibock. Crafted from imported Munich 
and Vienna malts, our take on this 
classic style showcases locally grown 
Mount Hood hops for a balanced 
bitterness & mild floral/spicy character.  
Good things come in multiples!
28 IBUs    6.7% abv

LATE TO THE PARTY  
Coconut Cheesecake Tart
A side project specialty brew - crowd 
favorite. 
5.5% abv

SNAKES AHOY  
Kveik DIPA
Near-mythical hop signature (Elani, 
Medusa, Paradigm) of this Kveik DIPA 
unfurls with rich aromas of pineapple, 
apricot and guava, yet bitterness is soft 
and subdued for surprising drinkability 
at its strength.  Just don't get turned 
to stone.
45 IBUs    8.1% abv

Select any of our beers for a sample flight



FEATURED GUEST TAPS

Beer To Go!Beer To Go!

Beer to go: 6 pack cans, crowlers & growlers

To Those Who Wait 
Czech-style pilsner with 
spicy/floral hops  5.4% abv

Elbow Patches
Malt-forward traditional 

British ESB   5.2% abv

MADISON, WI

DRINking fresh thinkingDRINking fresh thinking

LEMON MERINGUE PIE
Fruited Sour Ale
Just like the pie, this sour ale is 
delightfully tart and fruity with lemon, 
marshmallow and natural flavors.
5.6% abv

HIBISCUS SAISON
Belgian-style Farmhouse Ale
Inspired by the spice markets of Egypt, 
our re-invention of a traditional Belgian- 
style farmhouse ale is brewed with 
hibiscus flower petals. Mildly tart with 
fruity suggestions of berries and cherry, 
Hibiscus Saison finishes dry, crisp & 
champagne-like.
22 IBUs    6.3% abv

KEY LIME WIT
Belgian-style Witbier w/ Lime
Fresh & flavorful citrus-kissed 
Belgian-style wheat ale, made with real 
key lime juice and natural key lime 
essence. Light, lively, and only available 
for a limited time.
11 IBUs    5.1% abv

TOY BOAT, TOY BOAT  
Double IPA
Hops take the spotlight in this bold and 
assertive double IPA from luscious and 
enticing aromas through the brisk 
bitterness that lingers like a daydream. 
A totally tasty tongue twister!
85 IBUs    8.9% abv

*



Minnesconsin 
German-style Helles lager

5.2% abv

Lemon Breaker
Lemonade shandy

3.7% abv

Dock’s
American-style pale ale

5.2% abv

Crooked Grin
East Coast style IPA,

6.0% abv

Artisan Apple Cider (GF)
Mershon's Cidery

Peach Escape Cider (GF)
Mershon's Cidery

Cider On TapFEATURED GUEST TAPS

Spotted Cow 
Corona

Hollywood Nights Blonde IPA (GF)
Altbrew 

Miller Lite

Bud Light

Busch Light 

Coors Lite

Guest Bottles

Guest Cans

DRAFT ROOT BEER 
Zesty draft root beer reminiscent of old-fashioned sarsaparilla with 
notes of vanilla & spice.

ROTATING SPECIALTY SODA 
Ask us what’s on today.

Hand-crafted in small batches by the VBC brew crew. Sweetened with local 
Midwest beet sugar (no corn syrup). Delicious on their own and great as mixers! 

try all f
our
as a flig
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Athletic Brewing Co. - Various  (NA)

Carbliss - Various  (GF)

VBC 
Brewmaster’s Signature Sodas

Alcohol & Caffeine Free!

Alcohol & Caffeine Free!


